White, Alpert, and others observed a connection between topology and certain block designs with parameters k = 3 and ,I= 2. In this paper the connection is extended to include all values of I.. The topology is also exploited further to produce some new invariants of designs. The topology also gives an upper bound for the order of the automorphism group of the designs studied which leads to a generalization of the Bays-Lambossy theorem. Methods for constructing block designs are also given showing that the results apply and are useful for a large class of designs.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper we investigate methods of constructing and distinguishing 2-designs obtained from difference families over finite abelian groups. A 2-(v, k, 2) design is a collection of subsets, called blocks, of size k of a fixed u-set with the property that each pair of distinct elements of the v-set occurs in exactly L blocks. The v-sets we consider are finite abelian groups of odd order and the value of k is 3. The designs we study also have the additional property that translation by group elements sends blocks to blocks.
In order to distinguish designs one needs the notion of isomorphism. An isomorphism of designs g, and ~8~ with corresponding u-sets G, and G, is a bijection f: G, -+ G, such that f induces a bijection from the blocks of LV1 to the blocks of gZ. This implies the parameters U, k, il are the same for both designs. A general problem is to find methods of distinguishing designs, such as giving invariants of the designs. In this paper we will find some invariants by viewing designs topologically. White [ 171 and Alpert [I] , among others, have noticed a connection between designs and topology when L = 2. We show that the connection holds for arbitrary 1, and we use this connection together with further topological constructions to produce some new invariants of designs. These invariants are easy to compute, especially when ;1 = 2. 253
Further exploitation of the topology developed to examine invariants gives an upper bound on the order of the automorphism group of a design. In certain cases this bound will be used to find the exact structure of the automorphism group. Similar considerations lead to a decomposition of isomorphisms for certain types of designs.
In Section 2, we make the basic definitions and develop some initial results needed for the remainder of the paper. In Section 3 we continue the topological constructions and produce a list of invariants. Section 4 uses the results of Section 3 to study automorphisms and isomorphisms of designs. In Section 5 we present some methods of constructing 2-designs. These methods yield many different designs which can be distinguished by the methods of Section 3, and provide examples of some of the results of Sections 3 and 4. Section 6 is devoted to related open problems.
The ideas in this paper come from combinatorics and topology. Some basic references for the ideas we use are [X, 10, 11, 141 . While reading Sections 2 through 4, the reader may find it helpful to refer to Section 5 for examples.
PRELIMINARY RESULTS
In this section we describe the basic connection between topology and the block designs we will discuss. Much of the terminology and notation used in the paper will also be established here.
Let G be an abelian group of odd order 2n + 1 and G# its non-identity elements. Let ~(G)={(x,y,z)Ix,y,zEG# and xfy+z=O}. If 9sY(G), define 3= {{g,g+x, g+x+y}](x,y,-x--y)E9 and g E G}. We abuse notation to allow 9 to contain multiple triples. Choose a fixed subset G, = {g, ,..., g,} z G such that G = (0, g, ,..., g,, -g, ,..., -g,}. Defines:G+{l,-I} by&(g)=1 ifg@G,andc(g)=-1 ifh@G,.The unit circle will be denoted by S' and will be parameterized as the unit interval with endpoints identified. The one point union of circles indexed by G, is denoted VGo S'. Definef: 9 x S' + VGOs' by I ( 
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(V,, S') ~~37 x Dz; that is, [9] , = (VGa S') U 9 x D'/-where N is the equivalence relation defined by jI Note that [9] * is a CW complex. If IX] denotes the number of elements in the set X, then [9] * contains one O-cell, (1 G 1 -1)/2 l-cells, and 19 / 2-cells. See [ 181 for the definition and properties of CW complexes. Suppose .9 C_ 3'(G). The realization of 9, denoted [9] , is obtained as follows: For each triple (a, b, c) E 9, construct an oriented triangle with consecutive eges labelled a, b, and c. Triangles are identified along edges which have a common label and direction. A labelled edge x can be changed to --x if the direction of the edge is reversed. (See examples in Section 5.) Note that [9] IS a CW complex and that [3] * is obtained from [B] by identifying all the vertices of [9] . Also, [9] can be obtained from As a+btc=O, {g, gta, gtatb}={h, htb, htbtc}=(h, h-a, h-u-c} where h=g+a. Thus2=3',. i Let K, be the complete graph on the vertex set G and [KG] its topological realization. The edge between elements g, and g, is E(g,, g2) = { (1 -t) g, + tg, 10 < t < 1 }, where lg, + Og2 = g, and Og, + lg, = g,. Let ~G~9XS'-+[K,]bedetinedby (1 -34 g + W(g + a> if O<t<f f"< g, (a, b, c), f) = (2 -3t)(g t a) + (3t -l)(g t a + 6) if f<t<.3 (3 -3t)(g t a t b) t (3t -2) g if +<t<1.
Define [ 1, 171 . Throughout the paper, we identify the vertices of [3] , with the group G. ProoJ: Let 7, be the attaching map for [B,], . Define 4: G x 9 x D2 --t Gx.~,xD* where $1 GX~S-~a.6,c~~XD2 is the identity and $(g, (a, b, c), z> = (g + a, (b, c, a), ze-2""3)
in the first case and #(g, (a, b, c), z> = (g + a, (-a, -c, -b), Ze2"i'3) in the second; $ induces the desired homeomorphism as f"=T, o 4. I Let X be a topological space having a free G action. Free means there is no x E X and g E G# such that g(x) =x. The set of orbits has a natural topology obtained from the topology of X, making the orbit space X/G into a topological space. Since G is a finite group the natural map X + X/G is a covering of degree /G]. See [ 141 for definitions and properies of group actions and covering spaces. Proof. Let G act on Gx9xD2 by g(g,, (a, b, cl, z> = (gtg,&k 1, 1 d c z an on [KG1 by g((l -t)gl + tg2) = Cl-tKs + 8,) + t( g + gJ. The action of g commutes with f and hence G acts on [9] , using the above formulas. The action is free since the separate actions on G x 3 x D2 and [KG] are free. (The freeness on [KG] requires that G be of odd order as g((1 -t) g, + tg,) = (1 -t) g, + tg2 when g # 0 if and only if t = 4, g, = g + g,, g, = g + g, , which implies 2g = 0.)
The orbit space of the action of G on G x 59 x Dz is 58 X D2 and the We now specialize the types of subsets of P'(G) that we will look at. First ProoJ Let x E VGo S1 where x is not the base point. The condition rg(s) + rg(-s) = 1 and definition of the attaching map f imply that a neighborhood of x in [9] * is a l-page book. As [2] * is a-cell-preserving covering of [5 
is in 2 2-cells. If { g,,g,} E G, r9(g, -gJ or r9(g, -8,) is nonzero. Hence E(g,, g2) is a l-cell of [s]* and {g,, gz} is in /z blocks of 2; so 9 is a 2 -(2n t 1, 3, A) design. 1
Note that translates of blocks in 2 are also blocks in 2. The preceding result can also be proved directly but we proved it topologically as the topology plays a key role in the results on equivalent block designs in the next section. We conclude this section with the converse of the preceding result.
Let &9 be a 2 - We remark that if the order for xi,yi were reversed in Di, then Bi = (yi, yi -Xi, xi), which yields the same g and homeomorphic [9] *'s by Lemma 2.1. By definition of a predesign with group G, the blocks D, ,..., D, form a (v, 3,A) difference family; that is, for each g E Giq there are exactly A pairs (di, dj) with di, dj E D, for some m with di -dj = g. The notion of a difference set for a general group was first studied by Bruck [5] . See also [2] . There has been extensive study of difference families over cyclic groups in connection with Steiner triple systems (see [6, 71) . In order for the topology to work, we are forced to assume G has odd order and that each translation class contains 1 G/ elements (see the proof of Theorem 2.3). Thus we are not studying difference families in full generality. We restrict to abelian groups for simplicity. Finally, we remark that finding subsets 99 c Y(G) which satisfy the conditions of a predesign is a generalization of a difference problem first posed by Hefftner in studying cyclic Steiner triple systems with u = 6m + 1: Finding such designs is equivalent to partitioning (l,..., 3m} into triples such that in each triple the sum of two numbers is the third or the sum of the three is equal to v. (See [6] or [ 121.) This problem is clearly the same as finding a predesign with A = 1 over a cyclic group of order 6m + 1.
TOPOLOGICAL INVARIANTS
We begin this section with some definitions. If X is a finite CW complex, ProoJ: The maps t and q are the natural maps obtained by identifying vertices. The covering p* is the covering of Theorem 2.3. The map p is defined by q-lp*@) for x not a vertex and extending p by continuity to the vertices. Clearly the diagram commutes. It remains to show that p is a covering. Let y be a vertex of [9] and NY a connected neighborhood of y. Then q(N, -u) is a component of a deleted neighborhood of the vertex q(y) of [9] *. Thus p;' (q(N,, -y)) . is h omeomorphic to 1 G / copies of NY -y. By making NY sufficiently small p*l(q(N,)) can be made "small." So p-'(NY) is / G 1 copies of NY. For any other point of [9] there is a neighborhood evenly covered by p since p* is a covering. n We proceed to strengthen Theorem 3.3 by Iooking at the components of [9] and [9' ], Suppose C is a connected component of [9? ] and x0 a vertex of C. For each loop a in the l-skeleton of [9] based at x0 let g, be the sum of the labels of the traversed edges with orientation induced by the loop direction. Let G(C, x,,) be the subgroup of G generated by (g, I (r is a loop based at x0}. LEMMA 3.4. The subgroup G(C, x0) is independent of x0.
Proof. Let x0 and x6 be vertices in C and y a path from x, to xb in the lskeleton of C. If a is a loop based at XL and /3 is the loop based at x0 given by traversing y, a, and then y backwards, clearly g, = g,. Hence G(C, xh) Y& G(C, x0). Similarly, G(C, x,,) G G(C, xb). 1 es'-We define G(C) = G(C, x,,) for any vertex x,, E C; we call G(C) the group of the component C. Proof. Clearly p /C is a covering. Its degree is I p-'(x,) n c"l where x0 is any point in C. In particular let x,, be a vertex of C, xi, x1 E p -'(x0) f? c, and (r a path in the l-skeleton of c from xi to x2. In the notation of Lemma 3.2, 4 o CL is a path from f(x,) to q(xJ. Recalling that the vertices of [B]* are identified with G, let g, = @(xi) E G, g, = $(x,) E G, and /3 =p 0 a. The construction of [s], implies g, = g, + g,. Therefore, @(p-'(x,) n c) E: g, + G(C). Furthermore, every element of G(C) can be realized as go for some loop /I in the l-skeleton of I.591 implying @(p-'(x0) n e) = g, + G(C). Now p-'(x0) contains ]G] points and ~la-,cxO,:p-l(~o) -+ G is surjective by Lemma 3.1 (see the paragraph after 3.1). Therefore @ ]P-l(sO) is injective. Hence I p-'(x,,) n c( = IG(C)l. 1
Note that the proof also shows that q"(p-'(x,) fl e) is a coset of G(C), a fact we use in Section 4.
When X is a topological space, let x0(X) be the set of path components of X. For the remainder of the this section, when -59 and 9' are predesigns, let ProoJ Let C E zO( [9] ) and C any component of p-'(C). Since p is a covering, C"E z,
. The result follows since each component of a covering space over a connecte8d CW complex is cellularly homeomorphic to all other components. fl
Let C E z,,( [9] ) and let k = ]G(C)/. Let u(C), e(C), r(C) be the number of vertices, edges, and regions of C, respectively. Define v"(C) = kv(C), Z(C) = kc(C), v"(C) = kr(C), and d(C) the degree sequence of C with each entry repeated k times. The following result is a partial extension of Theorem a.3. ProoJ: Let d be the function of Lemma 3.6 and let C E n,,([A?]). Let C and Cf be components of p-'(C) and p-'@(C)), respectively. Note that z?(C) is the number of vertices in C by Lemma 3.5, which is the number of vertices in c"' by Lemma 3.6. But this is also fi(#(C)) by Lemma 3.5. Similarly, the other equalities hold. 1
In constructing # of Lemma 3.6, there was some choice. Let 3 be the set of all 4: 7rO( [9] ) -+ z,,([A!?']) defined as follows: When C E rr,,( [9] ) and C is any component of p-'(C), define 4(C) =p'(e') where c' is any component of [.@'I such that there is a cell-preserving homeomorphism from c" to Cr. A_ny 4 E T satisfies Lemma 3.6 and Theorem 3.7. If C,, C, E ~,( [9] ), let C, and C, be components of p-' (C,) and p-'(C,), respectively. We say Cl -C, if there is a cell-preserving homeomorphism from c, to e,. (This is well defined as in the proof of Lemma 3.6.) The Euler characteristic of a finite CW complex X is x(X) = CEO (-l)'n, where ni is the number of icells in X. We now consider the question of when 4 actually preserves the number of vertices, edges, and regions for individual components, and also when 4 is a bijection, thus preserving the number of components. If 58 and 28' are predesigns, the pair (9,9") is simple if 9 and 9' are not isomorphic or, if they are isomorphic, there is a bijective 4 E 2' such that I G(C)] = I G@(C))] for each C E n0([.2?]). If 9 is a predesign such that (28',2') is simple for all predesigns A?', then we call .9 simple. ProoJ: There is exactly one vertex in [5] in this case. I
The remaining results of this section apply when 1= 2. In this case there are two invariants not listed in Theorem 3.7 which can also be used to distinguish designs. The first invariant is the existence of a bichromatic dual. ) adjacent to r?, . The proof of (1) follows.
The proof of (2) follows since an odd degree covering preserves orientability. 1
The following two lemmas give a necessary and sufficient condition for [9] to be orientable. For our purposes it is convenient to use the homological definition of an orientation [ 141. We denote the chain complex for a CW complex X by C,(X) and observe that an orientation of [.9] can be represented by an element a E C,( [9] ) with aa = 0 E C,([.9]). Note that C,( [9] ) is a free abelian group with generators the elements of G,.
Equivalently, Ci([S])
consists of formal sums C a, gi with oi E Z and gi E G# with the understanding that (-1) g = 1(-g). Also C,([S]) is the free group on 9 = {B,,..., B,}. If Bi = (x, y, z) then a(BJ =x + y + z E C,( [9] ). LEMMA 3.16. Suppose 9' is obtained from 9 by replacing some of the triples (x, y, z) E 9 by (-x, -z, -y) in such a way that zg,(s) = 1 for all s E G#. Then (91 is orientable. such that a(ei) = x + y + z E C,( [9] ) with Bi = (x, y, z). This can be done since e, can be taken to be the cell of 9' with edge labels x, y, and z. Clearly, e, + ..a + e, gives an orientation for IS?']. 1 LEMMA 3.17. Suppose 9 is a predesign so that [A!?] is orientable. Then there is a predesign A?[ obtained from 9 by replacing some triples (x, y, z) in A? by (-x, -z, -y) such that Q(S) = 1 for all s E G?
Proof. For each (x, y, z) E 9, let e, E C2( [9] ) be the generator with ei = x + y + z. Let C aiei be an orientation for [9] : Then ai = f 1 for each i. 9' is obtained from 9 by replacing Bi = (x, y, z) by (-x, -z, -y) for each i with ai= -1.
[
ISOMORPHISMS AND AUTOMORPHISMS
In this section we use the topology developed in Section 3 to give properties of isomorphisms and automorphisms of the designs 9. We will discuss the Bays-Lambossy theorem and some extensions of this theorem.
The topology of the previous section gives a bound on the automorphism group of 3 as follows: Let To prove the theorem we need two preliminary lemmas. If u is a vertex of [A?], an edge leaving v is any directed edge with at least one vertex u and the direction away from U. The labelling of such an edge is the group element associated to the directed edge in [g] . Two edges e,, e, leaving u are consecutive if their labels are g, , g, where (g,, -g, + g,, -gJ or one of its live other equivalent forms given in Lemma 2.1 is an element of 9; it is clear that e, and e2 are contained in a 2-cell. The following is clear by definition and Lemma 2.1.
LEMMA 4.2. Let v be a vertex of [A?
], e, and e2 consecutive edges leaving v, and g, and g, the labels of these directed edges, respectively. Then for any gEG, {g,g+g,,g+g,J E-@.
LEMMA 4.3. Let 57 be a predesign with I. = 2. Let v ,,..., v, be the vertices of [9] . Let e, and e! be any pair of consecutive edges leaving vi with Proof.
We first make the following claim: For each vi there exists a sequence (si, gi'), (gf , hd,..., (h,-, , h,) , (h,, sJ of pairs of labels corresponding to consecutive edges directed away from v such that all directed edges away from Vi are labelled exactly by gi, gi, h, ,..., h,. This is because [.9 ] is a 2-manifold; so a neighborhood of pi is a disc and an edge bounds exactly two 2-cells (i.e., the directed edges slice the disc like a pie). For notational convenience let h _ I = gi and h, = g; . Note that vi has degree s + 2. Inductively assume y,(h,) = y,(hj) for all j < k and some k < s. The previous lemma implies that (0, hkml, hk} and (0, h,, hk+l} E 3. The images of these blocks under y,, y2 are also in 2. Thus letting x,, = r,(O) = y2(0), xl = y,(h,+J = y2(hk-J, and x2 = y,(h,) = y2(hk) we note that 1-q,, x, , x2 1, L%xl~ Yl(hk+JL and {xo~x13 Y2(hk+dl are in 9. But x2+ ~~(h~+,)~ x2 f Ye&+ A as 4 + 4, 1. As there are only two blocks in 9 containing Po,xI 1, Yl(hk+ d = Wk+ A completing the induction. Therefore yl(hk) = y,(h,) for all lables of edges directed away from vertex vi. As every nonzero group element is a label of some directed edge away from a vertex, the lemma follows. Notice that once y(O), y(gr), and y(g;) are fixed there are at most dl(ml -1) choices for y(g,) since a choice for r(g,) and y(g;) removes d, possibilities for y( g2) as 21, has degree d, . Again there is at most one or two choices for y( g;) depending on whether d, = 2 or not. Continuing in this manner we see that N(d,,..., d,) is an upper bound on Aut (2) . m
We remark that when d, = 2, two triples in 9 are equivalent and hence correspond to a sphere in [9] . (In fact m, is a multiple of 3 in that case.)
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The blocks in .@ corresponding to these triples are repeated, and the corresponding components of [2] are spheres with two 2cells. Topologically such spheres are mapped to spheres of the same type under the homeomorphism [y], which interpreted combinatorially says that repeated blocks are mapped to repeated blocks under y, an obvious fact. The topology allows us to say that there are more complex sets of blocks in 3 which must be mapped to sets of the same type under an automorphism, the type being more easily described topologically. We note that the bound of Theorem 4.1 is often quite close to the exact value. For example, if 9 = ((1, 2, -3), (1,2, -3) and G = Z,, then 2 has 14 blocks which consist of two copies of the seven translations of {0, 1, 3}. [9] is the sphere of Fig. 1 and has degree sequence (2,2,2). The bound of Theorem 4.1 is / Aut(s)/ < 336. By modifying the argument of that theorem slightly in this special case, a factor of 2 can be removed; in fact Aut@) zPSL,(7) which has order 168. (In Corollary 4.8 we show that in certain cases Aut(.@) can be determined using this bound and grouptheoretic arguments.) An open problem is to see if this bound can be improved by examining the topology more closely.
We now examine some results that the topology will give regarding the isomorphism of g1 and sz. These will be discussed in relation to attempts to generalize the Bays-Lambossy theorem (stated and proved below).
Suppose 2 is a design with G = Z,, p an odd prime. If g E ZP is fixed, the map X+X + g is an automorphism of 3. Let t: x+x + 1. Then T = (t) = The importance of the Bays-Lambossy theorem is that two designs .$r, 2I are isomorphic when G = Zp if and only if there exists an element (T,,~ EM (i.e., a multiplier) such that u,,~ is a desgn isomorphism. Unfortunately not much is known about generalizing this result to groups other than ZP. For example, if G = ZP x zq, p, q different primes, no example has been found of isomorphic designs &Y,, 3z which are not isomorphic under multiplication by a unit in G [6] . We will give a situation described topologically under which such a generalization can be made.
To prove the generalization, we need the following two lemmas and a corollary. LEMMA 4.6. Let G = H, x ... x H,. Let HT = ((0 ,..., 0, hi, 0 ,..., 0) / hi E HiI be the subgroup of G isomorphic in the natural way to Hi. Suppose f: G + G is a map such that f (x + HT) = f (x) + HT for all 1 < i < k and all x E G. Suppose also f (0) = 0. Then there exist maps fi: Hi -+ Hi with fi(0) = 0 such thatf(h, ,..., hk) = (f,(h,),...,fk(hk))foT all (h,,..., kc) E G.
Proof: The proof is a straightforward induction on the number of nonzero entries of an element of G. m LEMMA 4.7. Let G be a subgroup of S, such that p 1 (GI and j GIG 2p(p -1) where p is an odd prime. IfP is a Sylow p-group of G, then P CI G and G is a subgroup of Nsp(P).
Proof. Assume P 43 G and G has r > 1 Sylow p-subgroups. As rp I I GI and r = 1 modp, the only possibility is r =p + 1 and Proof By Corollary 4.4, as [9] has degree sequence (p -l), /Aut(s)/ < 2p(p -1). By the preceding Lemma, the result holds. 1
We remark that the Bays-Lambossy theorem does not guarantee anything about the automorphism group of 3 when G = Z,. So the above corollary, which we will now use in our construction, is also of independent interest.
We proceed to describe a situation in which the Bays-Lambossy theorem In the next section we present a construction which often yields designs satisfying conditions (i) and (ii). We will present a specific example for z, x z,,. Note that condition (ii) can be replaced by more general conditions which are more difficult to verify. For example, if pj is the covering map for [2j] onto [Bj] then (ii) can be replace by:
(ii)' There is a cell-preserving homeomorphism from p~'(c,,~) onto P;'(C,,~) and if C -C,,, then C = C,,, for each 1 < i < k andj= 1,2.
SOME CONSTRUCTIONS AND EXAMPLES
In this section we present two constructions which yield predesigns for certain types of groups. In the first construction G is an elementary abelian p-group of order pa = 1 mod 6. We first consider this construction when ,J = 2 and then indicate how to extend to other values of /1. In the second construction, G = G, x G, where predesigns have been formed with entries from G, and G,. We will present examples as we describe the constructions.
Let F, be a field of order 6m + 1 = q and let F,f be generated by [ as a multiplicative group. The group G will be the additive group of F, and hence G is an elementary abelian p-group where p is the characteristic of F,. In 1s orientable with bichromatic dual. 9i is a 2-(13, 3, 2) design with 52 blocks and is the union of two (isomorphic) 2-( 13, 3, 1) designs. A one-switch can be done at any time on as many triples as desired. The remaining type of switch, called a three-switch, can be done only to triples from our original list BO,..., B,,,-,. Choose si, E*, e3 E (1, -1) and i, j, k such that E, c + &&j + e3ck = 0 and i, j, k are distinct mod 2m. This means that [', [j, ck are in distinct triples Bi, Bj, B,. We replace the triples Bi, Bj, B, by (alci, s2cj, sjck), (E,~""+~, .s2<2mij, E~['~+~), and (EIC 4m+i, EZ(4m+j, E3(4mtk ), respectively. We can always perform a series of switches on 20 by making certain that a three-switch involves triples not previously involved in a switch. technique and how it yields nonisomorphic designs in a situation where the Bays-Lambossy theorem does not apply; we list 44 designs on F,, otained by the previously described methods in which the nonisimorphism is determined by the theory in Section 3. To generalize this construction to other values of A > 2, adjoin s copies of B, ,..., B,-, to t copies of B, ,..., B,,-, where s + t = ,I. Use this in place of 9,, and perform one-and three-switches. We remark that when A= 1, no matter how 9 is constructed, [S] is m disjoint triangles with 3m vertices and degree sequence (2, 2,..., 2). The topology of Section 3 does not aid in distinguishing designs with A = 1 but the preceding construction using switches on B,,,..., B,-r may still yield nonisomorphic designs. We now describe the second construction. (An analogous construction for admissible sets in neotields was done in [ 151.)
Let .z??~ s 9' (G,) where T,,(O) = 0 and r9,(s) = ,I,/2 for all s E Cf.
Let ,J& g Y (G,) where r,JO) = 0 and zB2(t) + ts2(-t) = 1, for all t E G2#. Then 2 is a 2-design with elements from G, x G, and A = A,A,/2.
We remark that if the predesigns 9,) ~8~) q, gi are chosen correctly, that is, with r&t) = A,/2 for all t E G2#, rgi(s) =,uuJ2 for all s E Gr, and rat(t) = vi/2 for all t E Gf, 9 can be used to inductively construct a design on G, X G, X G, for some group G,. Note that if 2, = A2 = 2, I= 2 in Lemma 5.1.
BRAND AND HUFFMAN
This construction can lead to designs which satisfy the conditions of Theorem 4.9. We now illustrate this. [JS] is given in Fig.5 and has four components: a torus with a single vertex and group (( 1,0) = ZF E Z, X Z,, , a connected sum or three projective planes with a single vertex and group ((0, 1)) = Z&9 and two components which are each a connected sum of five projective planes each with group Z, x Z,,. So 2 is a 2-(91,3,2) design with 2730 blocks. By Corollary 4.10, T E Aut(B) c TM. It is again easy to verify that Au@) = TM, where M, = (~~3,1~,~o.o~, ~~1,3~,~o,o~) and j Aut(B)I = 91 . 6 . 3 = 1638. In this case Aut(S) = Aut(3,) X Aut(g*). By changing 9, and ,5S2 while keeping %?i:, g1 fixed, one can obtain other designs which are not isomorphic to 3 by Theorem 4.9. FIGURE 5 triples B,, B,, B, are (Co, Cg, ['), (is, Cl', Cl'), (Cl", C', Cl'), respectively; 1 . cl2 -1 + c2' + 1 . ["' means new triples B,, B,, B, are (Cl*, -<", c"*), (C20, -r5, P), (i", -P, C4), respectively; 6 means switch (C4, -<13, C14) to (-C4, [13, -Cl"); 3 means switch (C3, Cl', Cl') to (-C3, -j", -i"). In Table Al , the degree sequence is written with semicolons separating the different components of [2] , even though in general the number of components may not be an invariant of the design. The degree sequence (Theorem 3.3) distinguishes the designs in most cases. Where another invariant is needed, a superscript is given and the invariant is listed after the table.
